This study is concerned with Genre-Based Approach applied to the students Senior High School. As the prerequisite, the students should master text types proposed by Derewianka (2003) such as narrative, descriptive, recount, procedure, report, explanation, discussion, exposition, news item and review. The goal of this research is to improve students' ability to write descriptive writing by applying the theory.
Introduction
The latest curriculum of Senior high school concerns to the students' understanding about text-based approach. The students should master some types of text well. When they are in the Junior High School they must master five types of text, such as narrative, recount, descriptive, procedure and report. Then in the senior high school the understanding of types of text is continued by adding more types of text, they are KnE Social Sciences AICLL explanation, discussion, exposition, news item and review. Types of text or genre have become an obligatory for students to master them. Most students find many difficulties in mastering them. They cannot differentiate types of text. The teacher tries to find a solution for this problem by having classroom action research for them.
As a matter of fact, writing is the most difficult skill to be mastered by the students.
That is why the writer needs more concerned to this. As a matter of fact, skill. He needs to fulfill students' knowledge in writing. The objectives of this research are to find particular things, places and persons of Descriptive text in Sidney Sheldon's novel Rage of Angels as role model in improving students' writing ability. To describe particular things, places and persons of Descriptive text in Sidney Sheldon's novel Rage of Angels as role model implemented in improving students' writing ability. The scope of the study in this research is the implementation of Genre-Based Approach especially descriptive texts through Sidney Sheldon's novel "Rage of Angels" as role model to student's ability in writing. The Descriptive texts of this research are the types of the text that find in the novel, especially related to things, places and persons. This text is very useful for students. It is caused that they are still learnt in the university later. The significances of this research are to improve students' ability in understanding genre to develop students' skill in writing. To make the learning process is more interesting by using novel.
Literature Review
Role Models define as individuals who influence role aspirants' achievements, motivation and goals by acting as behavioral models, representations of the possible, and inspirations (Morgenroth, 2015: 4) . Hornby (1976: 503) . Here, the study concerns one of the literary works that is novel. Genre refers to more specific classes of texts, such as newspaper reports or recipes (Lin, Benedict, 2006: 71) . While, according to Black, Elizabeth (2006: 71) Genre is comparable to schema: it draws on our previous knowledge, experience and offers a framework for interpretation. Next, Genre defines as including all purposeful of language. Genre based approach is an approach that focuses on the relationship between context and language. Derewianka (2003: 134) .
Genre-Based Approach is a theory of language and methodology for analyzing facts and their content of use. It seeks to develop communication competence by mastering different types of texts. This approach aims to help students understand the lexical and grammatical features of different rhetoric contexts being aware of communicative purpose in social interaction. Derewianka (2003:146) Generic structure: Identification: is a statement or a short paragraph that identifies the object that is going to be described. It is usually interesting and able to provoke the readers to be eager to read the text. Description may consist of one or several paragraphs. This part is used to give sufficient description about the object as men- 
Genre-based Approach Theory

Research Method
Classroom Action Research is a process that gives credence to the development of powers of reflective thought, discussion, decision and action by ordinary people participating in collective research on private troubles that they have in common (Berg, 2004: 195) . Action research is a collaborative approach to research that provides people with the means to take systematic action in an effort to resolve specific problems. The basic action research procedural routine involves four stages: Identifying the research questions, gathering the information to answer the questions, analyzing and interpreting the information, and sharing the results with the participants. In short, the action research process is: plan, act, observe and reflect. On this occasion the researcher would try to implement the genre-based approach process by using novel. The teacher would try to introduce one of the literary works to the students. They had to start to appreciate the novel. They had to see many valuable lessons in it. At the end the maximum result would get to have the best solution in teaching and learning process.
Discussion
The focus of this study goes to the implementation of Genre-Based Approach in improving students' descriptive writing ability through Sidney Sheldon's novel Rage of Angels as role models. There are two problems that needed to be identified: First, the particular things, people and place of descriptive text in Sidney Sheldon's novel Rage of Angels as role models in improving students' writing ability. And second, how are particular things, people and places of Descriptive text in Sidney Sheldon's novel Rage of Angels as role model implemented in improving students' writing ability.
Descriptive text
It is used to describe a particular thing or object, place or person. Example: My Bike.
Generic structure: First, Identification, it is a statement or a short paragraph that identifies the object that is going to be described. It is usually interesting and able to provoke the readers to be eager to read the text. Second, Description, it may consist of one or several paragraphs. This part is used to give sufficient description about the object as mentioned in the identification part. 
Role models of people
Jenifer Parker, the protagonist.
"She was a slender, dark haired girl of twenty-four with a pale skin, an intelligent mobile face and green thoughtful eyes. It was a face that was attractive rather than beautiful, a face that reflected pride and courage and sensitivity a face that would be hard to forget". "He was short and powerfully built, with an unfashionable graying crew cut.
He had been a boxer in his youth and his nose and face bore the scars of it.
And he was also a fiercely ambitious man who had fought his way up to his present position with neither money nor connections to help him". (Sheldon:
16).
Use of vivid verbs, such as: He had been a boxer and his nose and face bore the scars of it.
Michael Moretti, the criminal.
"He was a silent, handsome man in his early thirties. He was tall and lean, with a face formed of converging planes that gave him a rugged, feral look.
He Had fashionably styled black hair, a prominent chin with an expected dimple in it and deeply set olive-black eyes. He wore a tailored gray suit, a light blue shirt with darker blue silk tie and polished, custom-made shoes".
(Sheldon: 15).
Use of adjective clause, such as: He was tall and lean, with a face formed of converging planes that gave him a rugged, feral look.
Adam Warmer, Jenifer's safer. Use of comparative adjective, such as: It is a larger office in the five hundred blocks on Fifth Avenue.
Role models of Objects
The accused criminals.
"They were poor and defeated and lost. They were dregs, the misfits whom the affluent society had passed by". (Sheldon: 75). From some observations above which have been made showed that there is a great appreciation from the students to understand more about the material of the lesson.
They are more concerned in leaning the subject. They have improved positively.
Conclusions
1. The use Sidney Sheldon's novel Rage of Angels has significantly improved students' skill in writing.
2. Genre-Based Approach has positively contributed to the students writing of Descriptive text.
3. Classroom action research has simulated students in understanding the materials in teaching learning process.
4. Teachers are continuously suggested to use any kinds of teaching methods in their classes.
5. Writing as the most important skill must be able to be mastered well by the students as their value-added for the future.
